
Falcon F80/150/4 Extra Heavy Duty Slasher

Model F80/150/4

Width of cut (m) 1,5

Blades 4

Gearbox F80

Slip Clutch STD

Total Mass (kg) 486

Dimensions: Length mm 1830

Dimensions: Width mm 1720

Cutting Height Min/Max mm 10/140

Drive Shafts
All implements are supplied
with appropriate, fully guarded
PTO shafts. Torque-limiting slip
clutches are supplied where
specified. Optional over-run or
freewheel clutches can be 
Supplied if required.

The Falcon Gearbox
One of the secrets of the success of 
the Falcon rotary cutters is that the 
F50 and F80 series are fitted with 
locally manufactured Falcon heavy 
duty and extra heavy duty gearboxes.
These gearboxes, entirely constructed
by Falcon, have proved to have a long,
trouble-free life in any operation, as
they are specifically designed both to
withstand the extraordinary working
conditions encountered in Africa and 
to absorb the higher power being 
produced by the new-generation 
tractors.
Falcon gearboxes are guaranteed 
against faulty manufacture for two 
years, or, where specifically indicated, 
for three years, and because they are 
locally manufactured, their parts are 
also easily and quickly available.
Falcon Slashers, fitted with the extra 
heavy duty gearbox, are the accepted 
standard for the toughest jobs such as 
bush-clearing and creating firebreaks 
through heavy undergrowth.

The Falcon Slasher is a quick, efficient and trouble-free implement.
Different models with cutting widths from 0,9 to 3 m are
available to meet the varied cutting and slashing requirements.
The tried and tested cutting gear ensures a clean cut in all conditions.
Slashers should not be used for haymaking purposes.

An extra heavy duty slasher is designed for all grass-cutting, bushclearing and heavy 
slashing operations, with the different models having cutting widths from 1,5 to 2 m. 
They are fitted with locally manufactured F80 series gearboxes and work best with 
tractors rated from 42 to 80 kW. These slashers are engineered to tackle the toughest 
terrains. The round, low-impact blade disc with four blades swinging on special 
stepped blade bolts is preferred when a cleaner cut is required. This system allows the 
blade to swing 360 degrees if it encounters an obstruction.
The two-blade cutting assembly, with tempered spring steel blade beams and two 
blades swinging on hardened bushes secured by special blade bolts, is the preferred 
choice for general slashing purposes in rough conditions with heavy growth. 
The two-blade option is available on all the F80 models. Steel flaps at the rear of the 
implement provide protection from flying stones and debris.


